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Abstract—In this paper, we present the basic concepts for
fast inter-kernel communication and synchronization layer
motivated by the realization of a SCC-related shared virtual
memory management system, called MetalSVM. This scalable
memory management system is implemented in terms of a
bare-metal hypervisor, located within a virtualization layer
between the SCC’s hardware and actual operating system. In
this context, we explore the impact of the mesh interconnect to
low level synchronization. We introduce new scaling synchronization routines based on SCC’s hardware synchronization
support targeting improvements of the usability of the shared
memory programming model and present first performance
results.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) experimental
processor [1] is a concept vehicle created by Intel Labs as
a platform for many-core software research, which consists
of 48 cores arranged in a 6 × 4 on-die mesh of tiles with
two cores per tile.
Each core possesses 8 kByte of a fast on-die memory that
is also accessible to all other cores in a shared-memory
manner. These special memory regions are the so-called
Message-Passing Buffers (MPBs) of the SCC. The SCC’s
architecture does not provide any cache coherency between
the cores, but rather offers a low-latency infrastructure in
terms of these MPBs for explicit message-passing between
the cores. Thus, the processor resembles a Cluster-on-Chip
architecture with distributed but shared memory.
The focus of this paper is a layer to realize fast interkernel communication and synchronization for MetalSVM.
MetalSVM will be implemented in terms of a bare-metal
hypervisor, located within a virtualization layer between
the SCC’s hardware and the actual operating system. This
new hypervisor will undertake the crucial task of coherency
management by utilizing special SCC-related features such
as on-die Message-Passing Buffers (MPBs). In that way,
common Linux kernels will be able to run almost transparently across the entire SCC system.
A requirement to inter-kernel synchronization is to control
the access to shared resources such as physical devices
or units of information. Limited availability of resources
can be controlled by defining the access as a Critical

Section. A critical section can thus be mapped to low-level
synchronization methods such as a simple spin-lock.
Synchronization is a challenge in shared-memory programming. Especially for the SCC, whereas a high contention is possible, the currently available synchronization
primitives (lock and barrier) could become a scalability
bottleneck.
II. M OTIVATION BEHIND M ETAL SVM
A common way to use a distributed memory architecture is the utilization of the message passing programming
model. However, many applications show a strong benefit
when using the shared memory programming model. Shared
Virtual Memory is an old concept to enable the shared
memory programming model on such architectures. However, the success story of SVM systems could be greater.
Many implementations are realized as additional libraries
or as extensions to a programming language. In this case,
only parts of the program data will be shared and a strict
disjunction between the private and the shared memory is
required. Intel’s Cluster OpenMP is a typical example of
such SVM systems, which in turn is based on TreadMarks
[2], and first experiences are summarized in [3] . However,
the disjunction between private and shared memory has side
effects on traditional programming languages like C/C++.
For instance, if a data structure is located in the shared
virtual memory, the programmer has to guarantee that all
pointers within this data structure refer also to the shared
memory. Therefore, it is extremely complex to port an
existing software stack to such an SVM system.
Furthermore, an SVM system virtualizes only the memory. Therefore, on distributed systems, the access to other
resources like the file system requires additional arrangements. The integration of an SVM system into a distributed
operating system, in order to offer the view of a unique SMP
machine, increases the usability. Such systems are often
specified as Single System Image (SSI) and Kerrighed1 is
an typical example for an SSI system. However, an extreme
complexity and difficulties in maintainability are attributes
of SSI’s.
In the MetalSVM project, the SVM systems will be
integrated into a hypervisor so that a common Linux is able
1 http://www.kerrighed.org

to run as a virtual machine on the top of MetalSVM. Such
a system is more simple to realize than a huge distributed
operating system because it realizes only a unique view to
the hardware and not to a whole operating system (including
the file system and the process management). Several other
projects have been started in this area. An example for a
hypervisor-based SVM system is vNUMA [4] that has been
implemented on the Intel Itanium processor architecture. For
x86-based compute clusters, the so-called vSMP architecture developed by ScaleMP2 allows for cluster-wide cachecoherent memory sharing.
The main difference between these approaches and
MetalSVM is that they explicitly use traditional networks
(Ethernet, InfiniBand) between the cluster nodes in order
to realize their coherency protocols, whereas MetalSVM
should support the SCC’s distinguishing capabilities of
transparent read/write access to the global off-die shared
memory. However, a recent evaluation [5] with synthetic
kernel benchmarks as well as with real-world applications
has shown that ScaleMP’s vSMP architecture can stand
the test if its distinct NUMA characteristic is taken into
account. We have already developed optimized applications
for vSMP. In our scenario, vSMP produces only an overhead
between 6% and 9%. In turn, 97% of this overhead is created
by migrating the pages between the nodes.
vSMP benefits that InfiniBand supports DMA transactions, which don’t stress the cores. The SCC doesn’t support
a similar feature. However, in MetalSVM the shared pages or
the write notices – this depends on the memory model – are
located in the shared off-die memory. Therefore every core
has a transparent access to the shared data and doesn’t take
computation time of the other cores. MetalSVM has only to
signalize the changes with small messages, which are sent
via our inter-kernel communication layer. This layer will be
explained in detail in Section VII.
Figure 1 shows exemplarily the simplest form of an SVM
subsystem. In this case, only one core has access to a page
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frame.
If core 0 tries to access to a page frame, that holds core
47, an access violation will be triggered. Afterwards, the
2 http://www.scalemp.com

kernel of core 0 sends an access request to core 47. Core 47
receives this request, flushes its cashes, deletes the access
permissions in its page table and sends the allowance for
the page access back to core 0. Following this, core 0 sets
the read/write permissions to its page table and continues its
computation.
Nevertheless, the evaluation of vSMP has also shown
that expensive synchronization is the big drawback of this
architecture. We believe that especially this drawback will
not occur in the context of our solution for the SCC, because MetalSVM provides better options to realize scalable
synchronization primitives.
III. BASIC C ONCEPT OF M ETAL SVM
Figure 2 depicts MetalSVM’s design approach, that allows
in principle a common Linux version without SVM-related
patches to run on the SCC in a common multicore manner.
The light weight hypervisor approach is based upon the
idea of a small virtualization layer, which is based on a
self-developed kernel. The well established interface to run
Linux as a para-virtualized guest will be used to realize the
hypervisor. This interface is part of the standard Linux kernel
thus no major modification to the guest kernel is needed.
With the IO virtualization framework virtio, a common way
to integrate IO device into the guest system exits.
Additionally, this framework will be used to integrate
the eMAC Ethernet interface, which is part of the sccKit
1.4.0 and already supported by our self-developed kernel. [6]
While common processor virtualization aims for providing
multiple virtual machines for separated OS instances, we
want to use processor virtualization for providing one logical
but parallel and cache coherent virtual machine for a single
OS instance on the SCC. Hence, the main goal of this project
is to develop a bare-metal hypervisor, that implements the
required SVM system (and thus the memory coherency
by applying appropriate consistency models) within this
hardware virtualization layer in such a way that an operating
system can run almost transparently across the entire SCC
system.
The Realization of such a hypervisor needs a fast intercore communication layer, which will be used to manage
resources between the micro-kernel. Therefore, an important
requirement for the communication layer is the support of
asynchronous receiving and sending of request messages
because it is not predictable when a kernel need an exclusive
access to a resource, which is owned or managed by an
other kernel. As a consequence, the synchronous communication library RCCE is not suitable for MetalSVM. [7] The
inter-core communication layer is based on enhancements
of our asynchrounous RCCE extensions, which we called
iRCCE [8], [9].
In the future version, the Linux kernel will forward its
synchronization requests via the para-virtualization interface
to the hypervisor, that has to use SCC-specific features to
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accessed with a low latency, due to the lack of atomic
counters3 , the preferred location for the value is within
the MPB. The counter access can be defined as a critical
section and be protected by a spin-lock. Nevertheless, if
the location of a UE is fixed we can calculate the expected
latencies. Furthermore, a generic Fetch and Φ function
targeting the MPB has to be filled with nops to emulate a
symmetric and thus fair accessing scheme. Such a simulated
fair counter can be used either for debug or for statistical
purposes with the single impact to increase the duration of
the critical section and thus generate an offset to the latency.
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reach optimal performance. Therefore, we are in progress to
develop an optimized synchronization layer, which will be
discussed in the following section.
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The SCC has 48 Test-and-Set (T&S) registers to enable
a fast locking method. Therefore, each register an atomic
bit. Whereas, reading access to target register returns a 0
if its status is unchanged 0, a return value of 1 indicates
a previously atomic change from 1 to 0. Furthermore, the
status can be changed over a write access.
This behaviour is a limitation compared to atomic functionality provided by shared-memory architectures. Hereby
various operations such as atomic increment or compare
exchange at word size using the LOCK prefix are provided.
In contrast to that flexibility the syntax of T&S registers does
not provide a read access without a possible changed value.
Another restriction is the limited amount of 48 T&S registers. A synchronization layer for MetalSVM will thus require
an allocation scheme for the T&S registers. The gory RCCE
API provides an interface to the memory mapped T&S registers of the SCC. The function RCCE_acquire_lock()
implements a simple busy wait loop (spin-lock) with the
target register as parameter. The corresponding function
RCCE_release_lock() releases the granted lock.
Access latencies are dependent of the location of an Unit
in Execution (UE) due to the 2D interconnect, as depicted
in Figure 3. For this measurement the UE was located at tile
00. A T&S register access is routed through the mesh and
therefore affected as well as the MPB accesses. Depending
on the distance of an UE to the target, a characteristic
latency-rise regarding the 2D mesh and the tiled structure
can be examined.
To evaluate the fairness and performance of different
spin-lock implementations, it is useful to count the number
of concurrent accesses. Whereas such a counter should be
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V. S PIN -L OCK VARIANT: E XPONENTIAL BACKOFF
However, by rising contention, a limited scalability results
from the access to a single Test-and-Set register, as depicted
in Figure 4. Each core contends for a spin-lock a million
times for this benchmark. [10] The SCC cores runs with
533 MHz and the mesh interconnect with 800 MHz in our
setup.
Expecting such a high contention, it could be useful to
expand the simple spin-lock with the goal to minimize the
time to acquire a lock. In the following, spin-lock alternatives will be explored with a focus on the implementation
of a scaling synchronization layer for the SCC architecture
regarding the hardware restrictions.
Programs even based on the gory RCCE API have no
possibilty to realize a customized waiting strategy if a lock
is occupied. Therefore, a method is needed that returns, just
by indicating that a lock has been occupied. We call this
method trylock(), that is needed to realize a spin-lock
with a backoff.
Typically, a random component is introduced to minimize
the chance that retries fall into the same point in time. We
identified the stdlib rand() call to be time consuming with
a high variance by using the standard SCC configuration.
3 at

least in sccKit v1.3.0

Therefore, we used a linear congruential generator to generate pseudo random numbers for the backoff. This way, a
deterministic amount of time is ensured for the generation
and this makes the results comparable to other spinlock
methods because the generation is in the critical path and
therefore degrades the performance.
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By using a backoff it is sufficient to use the presented
RCCE_release_lock method. Thus, in the case of no
concurrency a lock competitor needs two T&S register
accesses.
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tation works without the need for MPB initialization, by not
touching it.
Each UE that has entered the barrier tries to grab the first
available T&S register, for instance ordered by the numerical
count of the located core. After this first step each UE except
the last one will spin on the T&S register granted before.
Hereby, the contention is minimal and therefore the simple
spinlock is sufficient.
Figure 5 shows the runtimes of the presented Barrier to the
standard RCCE_barrier. A dynamic mapping of linear
access ordering and Core-ID by indicating the location of
a T&S register is a benefit of the linear cycles. However, a
static mapping could provide a better performance by using
a tree-based communication pattern [11].
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Using hardware support for synchronization such as T&S
registers, it is evaluated in the following how a linear barrier
can be realized. Assuming a communicator size of n, Listing
1 shows an implementation of a barrier using only T&S
Register for signaling incoming UE’s and wait for release.
// linear search for a free lock
while( !Test_and_Set(step) ) ++step;
if(step != n-1) {
// wait for release, signal exit
// and wakeup right neighbor
while(!Test_and_Set(step));
*(virtual_lockaddress[step]) = 0x0;
*(virtual_lockaddress[step+1]) = 0x0;
} else {
// last UE: wakeup first UE and
//
wait for release
Test_and_Set(step);
*(virtual_lockaddress[0]) = 0x0;
while(!Test_and_Set(step));
*(virtual_lockaddress[step]) = 0x0;
}
Listing 1.

Test-and-Set Barrier algorithm in C

A requirement for the algorithm are n available T&S
registers with an initial value of 0. However the implemen-
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Barrier Runtimes of RCCE Compared to our Approach

VII. I NTEGRATION OF I RCCE INTO M ETAL SVM
Due to the lack of non-blocking communication functions
within the current RCCE library, we have started to extend
RCCE by such asynchronous communication capabilities. In
doing so, we aim at avoiding to interfere with the original
RCCE functions and therefore we have placed our extensions into an additional library with a separated namespace
called iRCCE [9].
An obvious way to realize non-blocking communication
functions would be to use an additional thread that processes the communication in background while the main
thread returns immediately after the function invocation.
Although this approach seems to be quite convenient, it is
not applicable in bare-metal environments where a program
runs without any operating system and thread support. Since
we have planed from the start to integrate iRCCE into
MetalSVM, we had to waive this thread-based approach.
Therefore, we have followed another approach where the
application (or moreover the MetalSVM kernel) must drive
on the communication progress by itself. For this purpose,
a non-blocking communication function returns a request
handle, which can be used to trigger its progress by means
of additional push, test or wait functions [8].

In the context of MetalSVM, these progress functions are
called by entering the kernel via interrupt, exception or
system call. Additionally, MetalSVM checks at this point
if the kernel has recently received a message. Therefore, all
messages begin with a header, which specifies the message
type and the payload size. The definition of a message type
is important because this layer will be used to send messages
between the cores from the SVM system and also from
the TCP/IP stack. Our self-developed kernel, that builds
the base of MetalSVM, supports LwIP 4 as a lightweight
TCP/IP stack. The TCP/IP stack will be used to collect status
information from the kernels and to feature the support of
administration tools in the future.
The maximum delay between sending and receiving a
message header is as large as a time slice, because at least
after one slice a (timer) interrupt will trigger, which checks
for incoming messages. Additionally, MetalSVM allows the
sender to trigger a remote interrupt on the side of the
receiver in order to reduce the delay. However, this creates
an additional overhead because the calculation on the remote
core could be unnecessarily interrupted. Further analysis will
be done to decide which communication model (with or
without triggering an interrupt) will be the best choice for
MetalSVM.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
In this paper, we have presented our first steps to design
and implement a low-latency communication and synchronization layer for MetalSVM, a shared virtual memory system for the SCC. We have pointed out the demand especially
for fast and hardware-based low-level synchronization primitives and we have shown how such primitives can be realized
on the SCC be means of its special hardware features. In this
context, we have presented an optimized barrier algorithm
that utilizes the SCC’s Test-and-Set registers and we have
shown that this algorithm outperforms the RCCE-related
approach of using the SCC’s on-die message-passing buffers
for this purpose. We have also shown that especially in case
of highly contended locks an exponential back-off algorithm
can lead to an improved scalability compared to the straight
forward approach of the common RCCE library. Moreover,
we believe that we are even able to further improve our
low-level locking mechanism by applying a tree-like access
pattern to the Test-and-Set registers. Although such a treebased locking algorithm would cause an addition overhead
in the order of O(log(n)) in the non-contented case, we
think that this approach will play out its strength especially
in highly contended situations, as they will usually occur in
the context of MetalSVM.
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